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We show that in small and low density systems described by a
lattice gas model with xed number of particles the location of a
thermodynamic phase transition can be detected by means of the
distribution of the fluctuations related to an order parameter which
is chosen to be the size of the largest fragment. We discuss problems
related with the size of the system and the implications of this fact
on the analysis of experimental fragmentation data.
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There exist by now several indications that nuclear matter can appear in
dierent phases which may be produced by means of energetic nuclear colli-
sions. Simple minded approaches like percolation and lattice gas models gen-
erate relevant quantities like fragment size distributions and thermodynamic
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observables whose features are characteristic for such transitions [1{10]. Exper-
iments are seemingly able to reproduce these features [11{18]. However, there
remains a need for further experimental conrmation and for clarication of
some points as it will appear below.
Under the assumption that the fragmentation events correspond to systems
in thermodynamic equilibrium we aim to show here that in a nite system like
the nucleus a judicious choice of observables related to fragment size distri-
butions may be an ecient tool in order to show the scaling properties of
the system corresponding to a phase transition or a crossover under certain
experimental conditions.
Two facts may be of help in this respect. First, Botet and Ploszajczak
suggested very recently that the distribution of order parameter fluctuations
can be helpful for the detection of a phase transition in a nite system, at
least when the transition is continuous [19]. Such distributions show a dierent
behaviour at and o a transition point and are scale invariant with respect
to the size of the system at the transition point. An experimental test on
Xe + Sn experiments for dierent bombarding energies reveals indeed scaling
properties of the measured events [20].
Second, there exists by now some hope and even hints that simple models
like lattice models and other related approaches work as generic frameworks
which provide a realistic, even though possibly only qualitative description of
nuclear fragmentation [3, 21]. In this framework we developed the so called










where A is the number of particles, fσi = 1g is related to the occupation of
site i through si = (1 + σi)/2, fsi = 0, 1g, and the interaction acts between
nearest neighbours < ij >. The total number of particles
∑
i si = A is xed,







The model shows a thermodynamic transition whose order is not easy to
determine a priori from the numerical study of rather small systems [22,7,23],
except for a density of particles ρ = 0.5 for which the transition is of second
order.
Fig. 1 shows typical caloric curves for ρ = 0.13 and dierent sizes, as well
as the behaviour of the specic heat CV for dierent system sizes. As one
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can see microcanonical and canonical calculations are indistinguishable up to
linear size L = 30 and it is not possible to conclude about the order of the
transition. This diculty has been revealed recently by the microcanonical
calculations of Pleimling and Hu¨ller who showed that the rst order nature of
the transition appears only for L  60 [23].
Fig. 1. Caloric curve and specic heat for 3D systems of linear size a) L = 10 and
b) L = 30 at density ρ = 0.13. The conguration energy E has been scaled by
3V = 3L3. The calculations are made in the framework of the IMFM model [8].
Fig. 2. The upper line corresponds to the loci of the maxima of the second moments
of the cluster mass distribution, the lower line corresponds to the location of the
coexistence line for a system with ρ = 0.3. The calculations are performed in the
framework of the canonical ensemble.
We have used the IMFM and systematically followed the loci of maxima of
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observables like the second moment of the fragment size distribution or the
characteristic change of the size of the heaviest fragment for 0 < ρ  1. For
ρ > 0.5, these points follow a line usually called the Kertesz line which lies
systematically above the thermodynamic transition line in the (ρ, T ) phase
diagram. For xed ρ < 0.5, the temperatures Tf and Ttr which correspond re-
spectively to the maxima in the fragment observables and the thermodynamic
transition come close to each other and this distance which is of a few 100 keV
decreases with decreasing ρ and increasing L, see Fig. 2 for ρ = 0.3. Fig. 3
shows the behaviour of < Amax >, the size of the largest cluster, as a func-
tion of the temperature. It appears that < Amax > like the second moment
varies more or less abruptly in an interval of temperature which lies close to
the thermodynamic separation line. This observation is in agreement with the
arguments in ref. [9] suggesting that in the IMFM droplets of minority spins
loose their extensivity at the thermodynamic transition in the innite volume
limit.
Fig. 3. Evolution of < Amax > /Atot (Atot = total number of particles) with the
temperature for ρ = 0.13, L = 10 (open dots), 20 (squares), 30 (triangles). The
calculations are performed in the framework of the microcanonical ensemble.
If the IMFM provides a realistic picture of the underlying physics of nuclear
fragmentation it comes out that for low densities ρ the observable Amax can
be used as an order parameter which signals the presence of a thermodynamic
phase separation point. We use Amax in order to implement scaling tests.






< Amax >∆ P (Amax)
where Amax is the most probable value of Amax, < Amax > its mean value, 
a real positive number and P (Amax) the normalised probability distribution
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function of Amax. At a continuous transition point and  = 1 the distribution
 which shows the properties of the fluctuations of the order parameter Amax
is a scale invariant quantity.
Fig. 4. The scaling behaviour of the fluctuations of Amax for systems of dierent
linear sizes L at Tf = 3.85 MeV and density ρ = 0.13. Here  = 1. The calculations
are performed in the canonical ensemble.
This is indeed the case in our model for systems of linear size L  40 as it
can be seen in Fig. 4. The functions  show the characteristic scale invariance
of the fluctuations at a xed temperature for systems with dierent linear
sizes L. In particular this temperature is totally consistent with the value Ttr.
The behaviour of  is very sensitive to the temperature, i.e. a displacement
of 0.1 MeV destroys the scaling property.
It has been shown [19] that this property may also be realised away from
the locus of a transition point with  = 1/2. Below Tf , i.e. in the next
neighbourhood or inside the coexistence phase it was not possible to reproduce
this property, for any value 0 <  < 1, at least for small systems (L = 10). For
larger systems one observes a better superposition of the ’s which get closer
to the predicted gaussian shape. Above Tf scale invariance can be observed
for  6= 1, even though the overlap between the scaling functions for dierent
values of L is not perfect as it can be seen in Fig. 5.
Fits of the tails of the fluctuation distributions on the coexistence line are
in agreement with the parametrization
(z) = a exp(−bzν˜).
At Tf = 4.5 MeV one gets ~ν = 1.78 0.20 for ρ = 0.50 and ~ν = 1.15  0.15
for ρ = 0.30 which may be compared with ~ν = 1.6 0.4 obtained through the
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experimental analysis of ref. [20]. The value ~ν < 2 indicates a crossover eect
more than a genuine critical behaviour.
Fig. 5. Scaling behaviour of the systems of size L = 10, 20, 30, ρ = 0.3, T = 4.9
MeV. Here  = 0.7. The calculations are performed in the canonical ensemble.
The present analysis shows that the generation of largest fragment fluctu-
ation distributions may be an ecient tool to detect a thermodynamic phase
transition in small nite systems of low density. Fragmentation events which
show scaling properties with respect to the size of the system correspond to
events which lie at or in the near neighbourhood of such a transition. They
could be used as a tool in an experimental analysis and allow to detect a
thermodynamic phase transition in the (ρ, T ) plane by selecting events with
scaling properties and correlating them with thermodynamic observables like
temperature and density. In peripheral collision events there exists a relation-
ship between the size of a system, the impact parameter and its excitation
energy [12]. In an elaborate experiment the measurement of the temperature
and the spatial extension of the system would even allow to locate the tran-
sition points in the (ρ, T ) phase diagram. A conrmation of this fact could
come from the determination of physical observables as it has been shown to
be possible in former investigations.
There remains however an open point. The tools proposed in ref. [19] are
in principle designed for continuous transitions. On the other hand the ther-
modynamic transition is a rst order transition as indicated by simulations of
large systems. This can be observed in the framework of the microcanonical
ensemble [23]. It may sound contradictory that the transition related to the
behaviour of the fragment size distribution and the thermodynamic transition
are of dierent nature. In order to investigate this point we extended our sim-
ulations to systems of size L = 50 and 60, in the framework of the canonical
and microcanonical ensemble. The rst order nature of the transition reveals
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itself in both ensembles. In the case of the microcanonical approach our re-
sults conrm those of ref. [23]. In the canonical case, the rst order character
can clearly be seen. Indeed in the neighbourhood of the thermodynamic tran-
sition, the energy distribution shows the characteristic double hump which
distinguishes the coexistence of two phases. Working out the distribution of
fluctuations (z) one observes that this observable does no longer scale with
the size of the system for L  50 as it can be seen in Fig. 4. This also happens
with the (z) derived from microcanonical calculations.
The IMFM oers a possible explanation for the fact that one observes on
the one hand features which are consistent with percolation concepts [12] and,
on the other hand, a thermodynamic transition. The second-order Kertesz line
lies above the phase coexistence curve for ρ > 0.5 [3]. But for ρ < 0.5 densities,
the cluster structure is intimately related to the thermodynamic behaviour as
it is the case in Fisher’s phenomenological droplet model [18]. If the freeze-out
happens at low densities, it is this last transition which controls the formation
of the physical droplets. The scaling observed in experiments could be due to
the apparent, transient, continuous behaviour which this transition presents
for small systems (L . 50, 60) in the framework of the IMFM. Finally one
may notice the similitude between the experimental and theoretical values
of the ~ν exponent associated with the tail of the (z) function, in contrast
with the apparent incompatibility between the experimental values and those
given by other aggregation scenarios, like the usual lattice gas or percolation
models [20]. One should however notice that negative values of CV which
should corroborate the observation of a rst order transition have been seen
experimentally [14, 24] in as small systems as nuclei.
These observations lead to several conclusions. First, small systems may
show signs for the existence of a phase transition whose order is not the one
which corresponds to the eective order in the thermodynamic limit. This sim-
ply conrms the outcome of ref. [23]. Second, in the present case, the canonical
and microcanonical treatments lead to the same answer for both small and
large systems if one considers the pertinent quantity, here the energy distri-
bution in the vicinity of the transition point. Third, the present behaviour of
(z) seems to indicate that scaling works in the case of a continuous tran-
sition as predicted in ref. [19] but not if the transition is rst order. Fourth,
one observes a consistency between the behaviour of (z) and the order of the
thermodynamic transition. When the system is small and the transition looks
continuous scaling is working. When the system is large and the transition
shows the characteristic behaviour of a rst order transition scaling fails. This
result has to be conrmed on other observables and possibly other models.
In summary, we have shown that in the IMFM model for small values of
the density the phase separation line in the (ρ, T ) phase diagram coincides at
least approximately with the points where observables related to fragment size
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distributions show maxima or characteristic behaviour which may be related to
a critical behaviour in the corresponding innite system. Observables related
to fragment size distributions are strongly correlated with a thermodynamic
transition. For small systems the distribution function of the largest fragment
fluctuations shows the scaling features which may characterise a continuous
phase transition. For systems much larger than nuclei, the rst order character
of the transition appears and the scaling properties of the distribution of the
order parameter Amax disappear.
The authors acknowledge an interesting discussion with M. Ploszajczak and
R. Botet. The work of JMC was partially supported by EU TMR program
ERBFMRX-CT97-0122.
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